Abstract. The subject of research presented in this paper is to model a neural network structure and appropriate training algorithm that is most suited for multiple dependent time series prediction / deduction. The basic idea is to take advantage of neural networks in solving the problem of prediction of synchronized basketball referees' movement during a basketball action. Presentation of time series stemming from the aforementioned problem, by using traditional Multilayered Perceptron neural networks (MLP), leads to a sort of paradox of backward time lapse effect that certain input and hidden layers nodes have on output nodes that correspond to previous moments in time. This paper describes conducted research and analysis of different methods of overcoming the presented problem. Presented paper is essentially split into two parts. First part gives insight on efforts that are put into training set configuration on standard Multi Layered Perceptron back propagation neural networks, in order to decrease backwards time lapse effects that certain input and hidden layers nodes have on output nodes. Second part of paper focuses on the results that a new neural network structure called LTR -MDTS provides. Foundation of LTR -MDTS design relies on a foundation on standard MLP neural networks with certain, left-to-right synapse removal to eliminate aforementioned backwards time lapse effect on the output nodes.
Introduction
Time Series prediction using neural networks is a widely known methodology, and they found their place as parts of various solutions. In this paper we discuss and present a potential solution to a, what we call, Multiple Dependent Time Series Prediction problem. Problem presented itself when we decided to build an educational software that will teach young basketball referees how to move during a basketball action in order to perceive that action as optimal as they can in relation to a movement of a basketball on the court. Foundation of a problem that is being solved is that the basketball action takes place in a very short period of time. Input time series or a pattern that is run an input layer of the neural network represents a complete basketball action. In general, every basketball action is divided into a number of key points where the ball has changed position thereby forming a complete input pattern. In this way, the input layer of the neural network represents a complete time series, and time is propagated along the neural networks layers, for example, from left to right as shown in Fig. 2 in Chapter 3. At the output of the neural network a vector is expected that represents the movement of three basketball referees in a form of three dependent time series. Following this approach output nodes of neural networks also form appropriate key points in the form of a time series for movement of basketball referees. From previously said it can be concluded that through the entire neural network time flows along layers through the neural network nodes from left to right.
The above is quite a change from most currently available approaches, where, for a range of input values that represent time series, using a variety of techniques and the transformations of input data, only one output value is reasoned as a next moment in time series. In this paper we propose an approach where for one complete input time series, three complete dependent (parallel) time series are being reasoned. Aforementioned three complete defendant output time series are occurring in the same time interval as an input one, and not only that they are codependent among themselves, they are also codependent on the input time series. Also, in when we analyze most currently available approaches regarding time series, it can be concluded that values of parameters that represent the input time series of a neural network are in the same domain as the output ones. This is not the case in our approach since input values of a neural network present movement of a ball on a basketball court, while the output is movement of referees along touchline of a basketball court.
At first glance, it seems that the feed forward neural network in which it is natural that the information is run through layers, from input to output layer, not taking into account which nodes are located on the left and right side of a neural network, is utterly unsuitable for solving of a presented problem. When a solution for a presented problem is being calculated, due to proposed time flow that goes along layers through neural network, propagation of information backward in time is allowed, which seems unacceptable and contradictory to the actual situation. This means that previous moment in time is affected by next moments in time which could be considered to be somewhat of a paradox. But if we consider the real problem, which is the movement of basketball referees in a way that allows them to, as best as possible, examine the position of the ball and the general situation on the basketball court, we noticed that very often in basketball some of the widely known standard plays are run. Those plays are very well known by referees, and very often they do not respond exclusively to the current position of the ball on the court, but rather move on the basis of their prior knowledge or at least expectations of where the ball will be in the next few moments.
The very same paradox has stirred the interest of authors' and from it emerged the other main aim of the study, in addition to their own desires to resolve the problem in a satisfactorily manner. For additional goal of the study it was chosen to analyze the behavior of multilayer neural networks in such atypical conditions. The first step is to observe the behavior of classical perceptron feed forward neural networks that are trained with classical back propagation algorithm. In the next step, with modification of the method how training patterns are run during the process of training the neural network we are trying to emphasize the flow of time alongside of neural network layers. This way we hope to reduce the influence of nodes that correspond to later moments in time in relation to the corresponding nodes of the next layer that mostly deduce output values for a certain mo-ment in time. Based on what was previously said, it is clear that we want to reduce effects of later moments in time to the previous and current moments in time since traditional MLP structure allows this feature. In this paper we also propose LTR -MDTS (Left to Right Multiple Dependent Time Series) structure of the neural network that is more suitable for solving a presented problem. The idea is to solve a presented problem through usage of aforementioned classes of neural networks and to later compare the results.
Previous exposure leads to another direction in the entire study, which refers to the verification of the implemented prediction model and trained neural networks in general. Although the training algorithm that is used in the prediction of referees' movement for the desired correct position of a referee in certain key points used a fixed position along the touchline of a basketball court, it is clear that the real problem is not the positioning of referees in the desired fixed points, but placement of basketball referees so they can at any time oversee the play as best as they can, considering all key aspects of the play. On the one hand, we are not sure whether the referee will oversee the play the best way possible, even if he is the desired position, as different positions of the players during the play, which were ignored in the process of training the neural network, can lead to obstruction of visual field of basketball referees. On the other hand, sometimes the referees will be able to oversee the play very well, even they are not placed the desired position, but placed in the position that is one or two meters further from a desired position.
Based on what was previously said it can be concluded that the existing methods of validating the performance of neural networks in this case are not adequate, and that, therefore, a special criterion that will assess neural network performance based on presented problem domain must be created. The above criterion is called SRC criterion (Satisfactory Results Criteria). SRC criterion implemented two important aspects:
• Synchronized movement of basketball referees, which is not allowed to considerably deviates from its ideal trajectory compared to other referees along the touchline of a basketball court • Permitted deviation from the ideal desired position of basketball referees in a particular spatial range However, the main validation criterion represents a simulation of the horizontal field of view of basketball referee through which, based on all the elements of basketball action it is determined, whether, basketball referees, based on the reasoned synchronous movement could adequately oversee the basketball action. Aforementioned validation will not be presented in this paper since they constitute the final phase of neural network validation which is run when presented neural network shows satisfactory results when evaluated with SRC criterion. This paper presents the behavior of the traditional MLP and proposed LTR -MDTS structures in the domain of the present problem that are validated through the SRC criterion.
Related work
From the aspect of neural networks usage and proper training algorithms, which model the problems related to the Time Series, there are a number of solutions that are used to predict the flow of financial, assessment of the course of several currencies, etc., as it is shown in the papers of Connor et al. [4] , Ruta et al. [5] , Zhang [6] , Landassuri-Moreno et al. [7] , Zhang et al. [8] , Giles et al. [9] , Lai et al. [10] , Khashei et al [11] and Patra et al. [14] .
Works of Teo et al [12] and Romdhane Ons et al. [13] show that multilayered perceptron can be used for Time Series prediction. Teo et al. [12] emphasize the value of Weight Initialization, and show that weight initialization influences successfulness of training neural networks, while Romdhane Ons et al. [13] present an algorithm for automatic design of optimal neural network models for time series prediction, that is based on back propagation and genetic algorithms. In a way, our work is similar to works of Romdhane et al. [13] since the foundation of our research, regarding neural networks relies on forming an algorithm, methods and neural network structure in order to produce one or multiple related time series, based on an input of one time series, that happens in a very short time period (24 seconds) and can be considered somewhat chaotic as described in work of Teo et al. [12] regarding Mackey-Glass Chaotic Time Series.
Wan et al. in paper [2] present solutions that are similar to a solution presented in this paper and provide a common framework to derive popular algorithms, including back propagation and back propagation through time, without a single chain rule expansion. They also provide simple intuitive relationships between such algorithms as real time recurrent learning, dynamic back propagation and back propagation through time.
Vintan et al. in paper [3] use MLP (Multilayered Perceptron) back propagation neural networks to predict a person's movement within a building based on a Time Series. Najim et al. in their work [18] present a multilayered perceptron back propagation approach to forecast electric power load curves based on various parameters, and presents a neural network for short-term load forecasting while Abuadlla et al. in their work [19] deal with issues of attacks on large network and computer systems where MLP network was used to select time windows where attacks are more probable based on the significant changes in traffic over time.
Ivanković et al. [1] , determined that the most common elements of a basketball game are shoots for 2 points under the hoop and defense rebound, through the analysis of the first B basketball league for men from 2005 and 2010, using feed forward neural network. Similar research is presented in paper by Ratgeber et al. [16] regarding First senior leagues for men and for women in Serbia during the 2011/2012 season where it is stated that in both leagues, defensive rebounds have the strongest influence on winning the game. Also Ivanković et al. [17] present a solution for automatic player position detection in basketball games, through position estimation and usage of Latent SVM, where, based on the recordings of basketball games positions of basketball players can be determined, and possibly converted into basketball scenarios for a certain basketball action that can be used for automated training and test set creation.
Loeffelholz et al. [20] in their paper describe how through the usage of various neural networks, such as feed forward, radial, probabilistic, regressive neural networks, and also through the fusion of mentioned types of neural networks, an outcome of a game can be predicted, emphasizing that the predictions of the trained neural networks were more precise compared to the basketball expert's predictions. In conclusion, trained neural networks predicted the outcome of the game correctly in 74.33 % cases, while the basketball experts were precise in 68.7% cases.
Majority of work mentioned in this section can be joined into one main streamline of up-to-date solutions which are relatively similar to ours. The difference is that in other mainstream solutions input time series, through deployment of input wavelet transforms, genetic algorithms, backward time series flow, etc., usually produce one output time series, or a next point in time, which is opposite to our case where it produces 3 complete different but dependent time series.
Traditional MLP Approach
Foundations of the developed solution regarding proposed basketball court partitioning, MLP neural network structure, neural network evaluation criteria, training methods and training and test sets structure, were previously published in paper by Markoski et al. [15] and will be referred here in order to get a better understanding of the terminology, methods and results that are presented in this paper. Also we would like to emphasize that appropriate original training and test sets were obtained by first author of Markoski et al. [15] , a basketball delegate for First Female Serbian Basketball League in collaboration with a team of basketball referees and coaches that he selected.
From scenarios of basketball actions, pairs of input and output vectors for the neural network were generated, thus forming training and test sets. Dataset for neural network training consists of 43 basketball actions that are taught on basketball training sessions with appropriate movement of basketball referees during those basketball actions. Since aforementioned basketball actions from training set are played on basketball training sessions it is clear that they hold expert knowledge provided by aforementioned basketball experts. At this point, it is clear that training set, regarding number of patterns is considered to be quite small, and can produce the effect of overfitting, yet since it holds expert knowledge we have proceeded with our research. The test set consists of the 20 actual situations from the official basketball games that are actually played. Movement of basketball referees in the training, as well as in the set for testing the neural network were established taking into account the movement of players on the basketball court during the basketball action.
To ensure that training and test sets were appropriate, each basketball action was first run through a simulation of a human field of vision, which is not presented in this paper. If position of basketball referees in any point in time produced unsatisfactory results from the aspect of successful overseeing a basketball action, paths of basketball referees for that action were slightly modified, by moving a referee a bit, up or down the assigned court lines.
During the process of training a neural network, the movement of players on the court was temporarily ignored, and focus was given to the cause-effect relation between the movement of the ball on the basketball court during basketball action, and the movement of basketball referees during that basketball action. Trained neural network learned to reason based on the time series that was formed based on the explicit movement of a basketball ball and implicit positions of other players. In later research we will explicitly include positions of other players in model in order to compare results. Based on the presented facts, regarding the maximum length of a basketball action, which is 15, and presented model for approximation of both basketball ball and basketball referees, it was clear that input vector of neural network has 30 elements, since each basketball ball position within a phase is described with an ordered pair, and output vector has 45 elements since positions of basketball referees within a phase are described with an ordered triple. The court position of the ball is described through arranged pair [main quadrant, sub quadrant]. The main quadrant parameter will pinpoint to one of 6 prime quadrants that are defined by FIBA as presented in paper Markoski et al. [15] . In Fig. 1 , main quadrants are marked with capital 1 through 6 numbers. Sub quadrant parameter pinpoints to one of 4 subsections of the quadrant which are not defined by FIBA. They are implemented for precision positioning and are marked with the lower case 1 through 4 numbers. Since placement of sub quadrants within a main quadrant in paper Markoski et al. [15] proved to be not so functional for the end user, modified sub quadrant placement that has been used in paper Pecev et al. [21] has been used here as well. In that manner, we can state that one key point is described with arranged pair [main quadrant, sub quadrant] which indicates the positions of the ball and the 3 man referee system [referee1pos, referee2pos, referee3pos], where for example, referee1pos identifies referee number 1 in a fixed position on 12 point scale, etc.
Since maximum length of the input vector of neural network is 30 elements, or 15 key points, noted as t 1 , t 2 . . . t n , where max(n) = 15, defined by an ordered pair [main quadrant, sub quadrant], all values of input vector are first set to 0, and then they are filled, starting from the left-hand side, by ordered pairs, taking care to follow structure of a basketball action [quadrant-t 1 , subquadrant-t 1 , quadrant-t 2 , subquadrant-t 2 . . . ] etc. The output vector is formed in a similar way. Since maximum length of the output vector of the neural network is 45 elements, or 15 key points, noted as t1, t2 ... tn, where max(n) = 15, defined by ordered three [referee1pos, referee2pos, referee3pos], all values of the input vector are first set to 0 and then they are filled, starting from the left-hand side, by ordered threes, taking care to follow structure of a basketball action [referee1pos-t 1 , referee2pos-t 1 , referee3pos-t 1 , referee1pos-t 2 , referee2pos-t 2 , referee3pos-t 3 ,. . . ] etc.
In general, input vector, that represents one time series, is represented by an array of values that describe movement of a ball on a basketball court. Output vector, that represents 3 different dependent time series that are being executed during the input one, is represented by an array of values that describe movement of basketball referees alongside These MLP Back Propagation neural networks are implemented with AForge.NET neural network framework. Each layer trained and tested neural network was activated by Bipolar Sigmoid function with 0.5 Alpha offset value, here stated as f (x) = 2 1 + e −α×x -1 , learning rate was declared as 0.25 while momentum was considered relatively high and was set to 0.7. At first traditional method of defining number of iteration was used, and later, after we concluded that due to random initiation of neuron weights we should try to search and test for configurations that will not succumb to the effects of local minima, and if they do succumb to local minima, they succumb with the highest possible marks on the Satisfactory Results Criteria that will be explained later in this paper.
In order to generate a certain number of neural networks and find the best configuration of a neural network that will produce optimal movement paths for basketball referees, a large number of neural network configurations (1048575) were generated. Generated neural networks configurations had from 1 to 20 hidden layers, and in each one of these possible 20 layers there could be from 1 to 20 neurons per each layer. Each neural network, regardless of its configuration, will be given 10 minutes for the training process, thus enabling a neural network to potentially succumb to the local minima even with such high momentum. During the training process, various parameters were followed, such as the time it takes for the percentage of training a neural network to exceed 50 or 80 percent tested with a Satisfactory Results Criteria. Satisfactory Results Criteria or SRC in short is a specially devised criterion that we use to rate the performance of trained neural networks. SRC criteria is applicable only within a domain of a presented problem and will be reviewed later in this paper.
Since all of the trained neural networks are multilayered perceptron networks, where each neuron from one layer influences all of the neurons of the next layer, it is very hard, and by structure of perceptron neural networks impossible, to avoid influence of other neuron weights while forming an output. Thus, a method of training a neural network was formed based on the way a training set is organized and run through a neural network in order to decrease the influence of neurons that, regarding time series problem in general, should not influence on reasoning and calculation of the sequential output time series. E.g. weights of the neurons that mostly calculate positions of referees in key point 5 should not influence neurons that mostly calculate positions of referees in key point 3, although, neurons that mostly calculate positions of referees in key point 3 should influence neurons that mostly calculate positions of referees in key point 5. We call this rule Left-To-Right Weight Propagation. This rule is a foundation for a neural network structural organization model we called LTR -MDTS model which will also be presented later in this paper.
Training Methods, Training set configuration and optimization
Presented training methods are: This means that before the training process starts, input and output patterns are converted into values that range from 0 to 1, and trained to produce outputs in the noted range. During the testing phase, input parameters are first converted into values that range from 0 to 1, and then, output values, that also range from 0 to 1 are expanded, by multiplying each value by 12 and rounding it up to the nearest whole number, and then evaluated. We have chosen this approach and standard normalization scheme in order to work with values that are in rage from 0 to 1 since, as activation functions we use Alpha Sigmoid (Bipolar) function that produces values from a -1 to 1 interval, and we aim for values from a positive range of an aforementioned interval.
First class of neural networks was trained using a traditional Back propagation algorithm. Later, special training algorithm, named Method of Sequential repetition with the progressive action development was devised. Aforementioned algorithm is modification of the Back Propagation algorithm where an input vector, i.e. one pattern of a basketball action is passed through neural network partially, one key point (phase) at a time, exactly how basketball action unfolds, opposed to passing a whole input pattern, and at the same time emphasizes the positions of basketball referees for the current key point of a basketball action in order to simulate time series nature of both input and output patterns.
Let us suppose that an action used for neural network training has four key points or phases. First, the first key point of an action will be passed into the network, namely the ordered pair [main quadrant, sub quadrant] with corresponding output ordered three [referee1pos, referee2pos, referee3pos]. After that, in similar way, first and second key point will be passed through the neural network, then first, second and third one and so on until the full length of a pattern is reached. To recapitulate, if an action is four key points long, the whole progressive sequence must be used for entire input/output pattern, having • Decreased influence of input node sequence values to values of output node sequence values that are in correspondence with previous moments in time. These solutions are closer to expected, common-sense logical solutions for particular situation than solutions given by the neural network trained by the classical method.
• Application of the Sequential repetition method with progressive action development over the same set of patterns for neural network training, quantitatively multiplied number of patterns used for its training. New patterns, formed during neural network training, were formed as subsets of existing patterns. These are not essentially new informations, yet they are helping to emphasize time flow of a basketball action.
Neural networks, trained by these methods, had in all cases correctly established correlation between number of input and output points as input and output vectors, which was a first indication that it is possible to decrease influence of unwanted nodes in order to produce satisfactory results. The neural networks understood that a length of a pattern is dependent on the sequence of zeroes that fills in the rest of the input and output vector, thus forming appropriate connections based on the values from the beginning of a vector, to the point where array of zeroes begin.
SRC -Satisfactory results criteria
Since training and tests sets were created using an application for drawing basketball actions, patterns were formed by an approximation for both referee movement and ball position. Regarding movement of basketball referees, on a drawn basketball action, based on a position of a basketball referee, referee was moved to the nearest point on a fixed scale of referee movement. This way first approximation in a presented model was made. Next, from Fig. 1 it can easily be seen that a basketball court is divided into 24 areas of equal size that are organized (marked) in aforementioned manner. Keeping in mind that an ordered pair [quadrant, sub quadrant] approximates a large number of potential ball positions in a certain quadrant, and in a rather crude way separates itself from other quadrants thus providing a rather strict framework for modeling real life situations, it was decided that appropriate criteria for assessing outputs of neural networks was needed.
It was already mentioned in previous chapters that the primary goal problem solving is not just simple fixed positioning of the exact desirable referee position somewhere down the court line, but reaching an optimal position to closely monitor all the key aspects of a play action at all times. That is why, for the evaluation of neural network successfulness, a specific criteria is deployed which does not allow referee desirable position to deviate +/-2 notches from the optimal spot. Optimal spots are defined as approximated desired referee positions for basketball actions from training and test sets that are formed on the basis of provided expert knowledge.
With this criteria, during training and testing of various configurations of neural networks, results of training and testing were able to achieve over 90-95 percent on training set, and up to 70 percent on a testing set. An example of how result of a reasoning of a Index 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Table 2 . Output vector of the neural network that will be evaluated Point t1 t2 t3 t4
Index 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Table 3 . Output vector of the neural network that will be evaluated Key Point neural network is assessed is shown in Table 3 . Input vector is shown in Table 1 Table 2 . Columns marked (R) present values that are reasoned by a neural network, while columns marked (E) present expected values for input pattern given in Table 2 . R#pos constructs, where a # stands for a number ranging from 1 to 3, and point out to positions of referee's number 1 to 3. Column marked Diff R# ABS (R-E) indicate absolute difference between reasoned (R) value and (E) expected value of a position for a basketball referee number #. Field marked SRC (R#), where # stands for referee number, present a ratio between values that are in allowed SRC criteria range, against values that are not in allowed SRC criteria range. From Table 3 it could be seen that SRC value for reasoned path of a referee 1 is 3 + 1 meaning that 3 positions were either identical to the expected ones, or within a +/-2 value range from expected ones, thus making paths of a basketball referee satisfactory with a mark of 75%. In order to form final grade for positioning of basketball referees during an entire basketball action, each reasoned movement of a basketball referee must be reasoned with a SRC criteria, and only if a movement of all referees get a passing grade of 66.00%, an average grade will be calculated that presents a measurement that indicates if that particular movement could be considered satisfactory. If aforementioned grade for each reasoned output pattern passes 66.00%, that result is accepted as satisfactory. Since training set has 43 basketball actions, when a certain neural network states that percentage of successful training is 95.34% it actually says that output patterns of 95.34% actions (41/43) from training set of a neural network are considered to be satisfactory. The very same is also applied on the neural network test set.
Depending on the allowed deviations we use two types of SRC validations:
• Weak SRC criteria -Allowed deviation is +/-2 notches and, in this chapter used to explain basic structure of SRC criteria • Strict SRC criteria -Allowed deviation is +/-1 notches Because one half of the basketball court is, regarding their touchlines, divided into 11 equal sections, possible referee distance between two points, due to basketball court dimensions, is between 1.27 and 1.36 meters which averages to cca 1.32 meters. That measurement satisfies the criteria of a real life problem described in the introduction. Later on, when comparative tests are presented, we will address the aforementioned methods with the goal of pointing out certain observations. Also, if we try to evaluate the successfulness of neural networks by rating it with a zero deviation SRC criteria, where it is expected from a network to generate referees' output positions in exact values without deviations, results that any neural network that is presented in paper Pecev et al. [21] or in this one would be considered utterly unusable since they rarely or never produce exact desired output. Previously stated is a feature of both MLP structures and, presented later in this paper, LTR -MDTS structures. However, since it was stated that our goal was not only to place basketball referees in optimal positions, or as closer to optimal positions, while emphasizing synchronized movement of basketball referees and real life situations, we have decided to use SRC criteria with deviations opposed to SRC criteria without deviation. Based on the previously said any other criteria that do not allow deviations such as MSE (Mean Squared Error) or RSS (Residual Sum of Squares) were not taken into account since their application does not fit well into a structure and basic goal of solving a presented problem while keeping an emphasis on previously mentioned features. Nodes dyed blue represent input nodes, while nodes dyed green represent output nodes. Nodes dyed grey are neurons of middle (hidden) layers, and form an area here called "grey area". This model could be interpreted as a series of left to right linked multilayered perceptron neural networks (MLP), where each neural network represents, calculates and reasons outputs for one point in time, or a basketball phase in this particular case, and influences the output of all neural networks that are on is right side. Connections between neurons that are dyed light blue do not deviate in any manner from traditional multilayered perceptron structure. Sole purpose of this model is to form a structure that, on the structural level of a neural network, replicates dependent time series structure. Previously it was already stated that every point in time, or a state, depends on all of that point previous points. For example, if we have 3 states, aligned sequentially in a 1 → 2 → 3 manner, output of point 3 depends on both inputs of point 1 and 2.
LTR -MDTS Model
Here we have defined Left-To-Right Weight Propagation, and Left-To-Right Bonds. Dyed red, in Fig. 3 , Left-To-Right bonds are presented. Those bonds transfer neuron output values from left to right, connecting all neurons of any layer within any segment of a neural network to all neurons in the next layer within segments that are located to the right from that particular segment of a neural network, thus enabling, from the structural aspect of neural network, dependent time series structure. Structures of hidden layers within segments that represent Time Series Points can be identical, regarding numbers of neurons per layer, as shown in Fig. 3 , or they can be different. The only bounding factor of presented structure is that all segments of a neural network must have the same number of layers in order to form Left-To-Right bonds.
Proposed training method is a modified Back Propagation algorithm that is based on Gradient Descent algorithm and implemented on the basis of lectures presented by Karmilasari, S. M. [23] . Aforementioned modification is based on neuron output propagation, as well as during forward and backward propagation, with sole goal to emphasize missing neural network synapses. Evaluation of neural network error, using well known error evaluation methods, is considered to be irrelevant since we have formed aforementioned SRC criteria on which neural network performance is evaluated. Also, training of neural network is done after 10 minutes, not after neural network reaches satisfactory results. However, as a methods of evaluation neural network output values Residual Sum of Squares (RSS) and Mean Squared Error (MSE) methods are implemented in order to track neural network errors. By default, Residual Sum of Squares (RSS) method is used, and it can be easily changed to Mean Squared Error (MSE) by changing one logical value within a neural network trainer. Also, on the basis of Delta rule we are calculating new neuron weights and bias correction values.
Random neuron weight and bias initialization is done based on Marsaglia polar method that is used for generating pairs of pseudo random numbers. Random number generator that uses Marsagila polar method is formed based on the lectures given by prof. Mike Giles [22] . During implementation only first generated number is used, while the second one (spare) is disregarded. Also, during calculation of a random number based on Marsagila polar method mean value of 0.0 and standard deviation of 1.0 was used. By examining values of aforementioned parameters it is clear that generated values produced by Marsagila polar method, and used for neuron weight and bias initialization, were not affected by mean or standard deviation values.
Modification of Back Propagation algorithm is called NNTL Back Propagation algorithm where NNTL stands for No Node Time Lapse and emphasizes forming of values for changing neuron weights and biases as it is described in Karmilasari, S. M. [23] with simple check to see if neurons from current and previous layer are connected. In the context of the problem that is being solved, aforementioned acronym NNTL was added in order to easily differentiate results, yet since it presents a modification of a traditional Back Propagation algorithm in order to emphasize existence of missing neural network synapses, we believe that addition of aforementioned acronym is justified. Missing synapses bond effect is obtained by forming two matrixes that consist only logical values and indicate weightier a certain neuron from one layer is connected to a neuron from a previous layer (if a signal is run forward -Feed Forward) or next layer (if a signal is run backward -Feed Backward). Based on what was previously said it can be concluded that LTR -MDTS structure is, in its core, structure of a multilayered perceptron, or a simple MLP neural network that is extended with previously described matrixes in order to define signal propagation through a neural network.
NTL Back Propagation algorithm, where NTL stands for Node Time Lapse, points to an alternative modification of a Back Propagation algorithm that besides mechanism for simulating effects of missing synapses implements backward error propagation on the basis of individual calculations for each signal as it reaches desired neuron. During aforementioned calculation it is very important that, for each signal that reached desired neuron from previous layer (and neuron error), a sum of weight and first derivative of a neuron activation function is made. Let's assume that the output of one neuron in backward error propagation phase is influenced by 4 neurons from previous layer. Markings, indexes and term meaning of current and previous have remained the same as described in the presentation of NNTL Back Propagation algorithm. First, in a left to right order, error of a first neuron is taken into consideration, evaluated with a first derivative of a neuron activation function, and that value is saved. Next, on a saved value, error of e second neuron is added, and again, evaluated with first derivative of a neuron activation function, and saved yet again. Aforementioned is repeated until all signals and neuron weights from all connected neurons from previous layer have reached its destination to the neuron in the current layer. When the last signal of connected neurons has reached its destination, neuron error value for that particular neuron is formed.
Previously stated is a principle that is similar to Recurrent neural networks, where a neuron output is returned to the input as an additional input source. In a described way an emphasis is given to evaluation and backward error propagation during neural network training, since, in presented case, depending on how many connections neuron has, and to which key point neuron belongs, influence of that particular neuron is either heightened or lowered in correspondence to appropriate key point (phase). It is obvious that in that way, the largest influence present neurons that are located on the left side of a neural network, or neurons that are calculating starting points of basketball referee paths, while influence of neurons will slowly decline towards the ending of a basketball action (time series).
In order to achieve greater similarity between LTR -MDTS and MLP neural network structures, each neuron from the same layer has the same activation function. Also each layer of a LTR -MDTS neural network also has the same activation function, as is the case with MLP neural networks. In case of LTR -MDTS neural network, a Fast Sigmoid activation function is selected since it produces best results, its computational costs are low and it computes faster than Bipolar Sigmoid function that was used in MLP neural networks. Fast Sigmoid function is stated as: f (x) = x |x| + 1 while its first derivative is stated as: f '(x) = 1 (|x| + 1) 2 . Also, activation functions such as Algebraic Sigmoid, TanH and Gaussian have been taken into consideration but disregarded since they provided results that were not as satisfactory as results obtained using Fast Sigmoid. In paper Menon et al. [24] TanH and Algebraic sigmoid functions are described, characteristics of Fast Sigmoid function are described in paper Beiu et al [25] , while foundations of Gaussian function are well known and will not be explained or referenced in this paper.
Results
In this chapter, the two subsections will present the results of the presented solutions and models through their evaluation. The first subsection presents a comparison of the results that traditional MLP neural networks, trained by aforementioned algorithms, produced based on the SRC criteria. The second chapter presents an evaluation of LTR -MDTS neural networks that are trained based on the previously established MLP settings that we consider to be good, and highlights the nature of LTR -MDTS structure in terms of parameter values that are needed in order to LTR -MDTS networks provide the best performance.
Depending on the method of training the neural network, the best neural network will be selected on the basis of performance they achieve on both training and test sets. Following tables have clearly distinguished four groups of columns based on the deviation within SRC criteria. When we want to point out to neural networks that produced best results from already selected best neural networks based on number of hidden layers we emphasize: neural network configuration name (which consists of ann prefix meaning Artificial Neural Network and ordinal number of configuration out of previously mentioned 1048575 neural networks), number of hidden layers and marks presented in columns Trained and Tested.
Validation of MLP Neural Networks and proposed algorithms
Average results regarding neural networks that are based on AForge.NET MLP neural network structure are presented in Tables 4 and 5 . Results that are presented in this paper are based on carefully selected 12 out of 1048575 possible configurations of neural networks that are mentioned in paper Pecev et al. [21] and have up to 20 hidden layers. Each of selected 12 neural networks represents a class of neural networks that differ on the number of hidden layers ranging from 1 to 12 hidden layers. Reasons for disregarding neural networks that have more than 12 hidden layers are presented in paper Pecev et al. [21] and thus will not be presented in this paper. However, training and test sets that were used for training of neural networks that are presented in this paper were slightly modified in comparison to original training and test sets that were used for training of neural networks that are described in paper Pecev et al. [21] and for initial results and concepts that are presented in Markoski et al. [15] . Modified training and test sets and random neuron weights initialization have shown its influence on the performance of retrained selected neural networks using same settings as previously described. Also different neural network model was used. In paper Pecev et al. [21] neural networks supported basketball actions that had up to 15 key points or phases thus forming input vectors that have 30 elements and output vectors that had 45 elements. Presented neural networks in this paper are based on a modified neural network model that supports up to 12 key points, since both original and modified training and test sets consist of basketball actions that have from 3 up to 12 key points. Based on what was previously said it can be concluded that neural networks presented in this paper work with input vectors that have 24 elements while output vectors have 36 elements. However, even with aforementioned alterations, after thorough analysis, almost identical conclusions, which will be presented later in this chapter, were deducted. When we consider weaker SRC criterion, and neural networks that were trained with traditional Back Propagation algorithm, based on the data from Table 4 , the best results are obtained with neural network ann1560 which has 5 hidden layers with values of 97.67% on training and 50.00% on the test set. When we consider a strict SRC criterion, and the aforementioned class of neural networks, although neural network ann15472 with 8 hidden layers does not produce best results regarding training set, the very same has been chosen as a representative of neural networks that provide best results regarding test set in comparison towards results that were obtained on a training set. Aforementioned neural network ann15472 with 8 hidden layers provides values of 27.90% on training set and 10.00% test set.
However, when same configurations neural networks were retrained using Method of Sequential Repetition with progressive action development, results were significantly better, as shown in Table 5 . When we consider weaker SRC criterion the best results are obtained with neural network ann195124 that has 11 hidden layers with values of 83.72% Tables 4 and 5 it can be concluded that Method of Sequential Repetition with Progressive Action Development provides far better results compared to traditional Back Propagation algorithm when rated with both weaker and stricter SRC criteria regarding test set as described in paper Pecev et al. [21] . Here it has been noted that neural networks that were trained using traditional Back Propagation algorithm showed better results on training set than neural networks that were trained using Method of Sequential Repetition with Progressive Action Development regarding both weak and strict SRC criteria. Compared to results that were published in paper Pecev et al. [21] there is a slight difference in general behavior of presented algorithms regarding training set and marks that were obtained based on the weak SRC criteria where Method of Sequential Repetition with Progressive Action Development provided slightly better results compared to traditional Back Propagation algorithm.
However, in both presented cases it was noted that training neural networks with Method of Sequential Repetition with Progressive Action Development provided better results regarding test set in general, which was one of the desired goals of a devised algorithm. Regarding results presented in Pecev et al. [21] , there are neural networks that were trained using traditional Back Propagation algorithm and produce results that could be considered somewhat satisfactory, so, it can be said that aforementioned algorithm can also be, to some extent, used for solving the presented problem. However, based on presented facts in paper Pecev et al. [21] clear emphasis is on the usage of a counterpart algorithm for training neural networks with MLP structure which is in this paper also confirmed.
Values of parameters that produced satisfactory results, in this paper stated in section 3, and noted as MLP Good Settings and considered to be adequate for training of AForge.NET MLP structures in the domain of a presented problem. Several tests have been conducted in order to form aforementioned statement, and foundations of those tests are described within the next chapters.
Validation of LTR -MDTS Neural Networks and proposed algorithms
LTR -MDTS networks were trained with the traditional back propagation algorithm and method Sequential repetitions with the progressive action development. A total of 128 different hidden layer configurations were generated in order to facilitate following tests.
The aforementioned configurations of neural networks are trained with NNTL Back Propagation algorithm and NTL Back Propagation algorithm. We did not train LTR -MDTS neural networks with Method of Sequential Repetition with Progressive Action Development since LTR -MDTS neural network provides physical structure for effects that were simulated with aforementioned training algorithm on MLP neural networks.
For each test presented in this chapter all 128 configurations of neural networks were trained and classified by number of hidden layers. From each class of neural networks, regarding number of hidden layers, one neural network that we consider that shows best performance was selected. The same method was initially applied when working with MLP networks so we believe that applying the same principle to LTR -MDTS neural networks was in order. Reduction in comparison to MLP neural networks that had selected neural networks up to 12 hidden layers is that selected LTR -MDTS neural networks have up to 8 hidden layers where configurations that have 5 and 7 hidden layers are excluded. This reduction resides on the fact that in most cases LTR -MDTS neural networks have more neurons than traditional MLP neural networks. E.g. LTR -MDTS neural networks that have 4 hidden layers often have more neurons than MLP networks with 8 hidden layers.
Initially, for training neural networks with LTR -MDTS structure, values of previously stated MLP Good Settings were used since they were proclaimed to produce best results regarding neural networks with MLP structure. However, keeping in mind that a completely new neural network structure was formed, detailed reproduction of AForge.NET MLP neural network was not possible so some alterations regarding values of certain training parameters were made. To be precise, activation (transfer function) was changed from Bipolar Sigmoid function to Fast sigmoid function since curves of those functions are somewhat similar, yet calculations of Fast sigmoid function are faster and thus computational costs are significantly lower. Also, values for Learning Rate and Momentum values were kept intact. This way Modified MLP Good Settings were formed.
To ensure better understanding of data presented in Table 6 here we will point out to the meanings of abbreviations that are used in the aforementioned table and will Regarding LTR -MDTS neural networks that are trained using NNTL Back Propagation algorithm and Modified MLP Good Settings parameter values, when we consider weaker SRC criterion, the best results are obtained with neural network ann35_mdts that has 3 hidden layers with values of 93.02% on training and 65.00% on the test set. When we consider a strict SRC criterion, it is considered that the best results provides the very same neural network with values of 27.90% for training and 5.00% on the test set although neural network ann125_mdts can also considered to be the best regarding aforementioned strict SRC criterion. Main cause for selecting neural network ann35_mdts over ann125_mdts lies in a fact that although aforementioned neural networks produce rela- tively similar results when rated with strict SRC criteria, here, for neural networks with LTR -MDTS neural network structure an emphasis is made towards neural networks that show better results regarding training set. From the aspect of LTR -MDTS neural networks that are trained using NTL Back Propagation algorithm and Modified MLP Good Settings parameter values, when we consider weaker SRC criterion, the best results are obtained with neural network ann58_mdts that has 4 hidden layers with values of 83.72% on training and 55.00% on the test set. When we consider a strict SRC criterion, best results provides same neural network ann80_mdts with values of 16.27% for training and 5.00% on the test set.
Having in mind previously stated results from Table 6 it can be concluded that on the basis of SRC criteria LTR -MDTS neural network structure seems to be more suited for solving a presented problem when compared to traditional MLP neural network structure. However, on the basis of LTR -MDTS neural network structure, it can be concluded that neural networks that are trained using NTL Back Propagation in combination with Modified MLP Good Settings parameter values produce worse results than LTR -MDTS neural network that are trained with NNTL Back Propagation algorithm based on the same Modified MLP Good Settings parameter values.
Furthermore, having in mind that during training of neural networks with LTR -MDTS structure Modified MLP Good Settings parameter values, that are based on MLP Good Settings parameter values were used, it was decided to check if used parameters were actually the best parameters for LTR -MDTS structure. To confirm the above assumption, a series of tests was realized in order to track the impact of changes in the values of Learning Rate and Momentum parameters.
Since the accepted value for Learning Rate parameter for the MLP neural networks is 0.25, we selected two higher and two lower values for which will monitor the impact of changes for previously mentioned parameter. Exact values for Learning Rate parameter tracking are 0.05 and 0.15 for lower and 0.35 and 0.45 for higher values. The same principle was applied to the value Momentum parameter whose accepted value for the MLP neural network is 0.7. Selected lower values for Momentum parameter, are values of 0.5 and 0.6, as for higher values of selected values are 0.8 and 0.9. In order to, reduce the influence of neuron random weight initialization as much as possible, it was decided that each neural network configuration will be trained 10 times from scratch, with a change of only one parameter value, in this case Learning Rate or Momentum, and to monitor deviations from the average value of the initial results. On the basis of relation of tracking parameter values against initial parameter value, two monitoring directions were formed that will track the impact of changes in the value of the parameter -increases (Up) and decreases (Down). Values that are higher compared to the initial value are marked as Up, while values that are lower than initial values are marked Down. With this test, for each best selected neural network regarding its class, 80 neural networks per neural network configuration were obtained, resulting in 480 trained neural networks with different training parameter values.
By analyzing obtained results from conducted test, we have concluded that by decreasing values for Learning Rate and Momentum parameters, performances of LTR -MDTS neural networks, could be improved up to a certain point. It is only needed to find appropriate ones. However, obtained results are considered to be worse than expected, therefore, it was concluded that by fine adjustments of training parameters, desired performance increase could not be obtained. Therefore, through "ad-hoc" methods of trial and error, several training settings combinations were tested until we determined training settings that are currently considered adequate for LTR -MDTS network and therefore are called LTR -MDTS Good Settings.
Good Settings parameter values that were used for training of LTR -MDTS neural networks are:
• Learning rate : 0.08
Appointed parameters have been tested in combination with NNTL Back Propagation algorithm as well as in combination with NNTL Back Propagation algorithm. Results of aforementioned tests are presented in Table 7 . Also, in Table 7 , regarding values in column Network Settings value, LTR -MDTS -GS indicates that neural network was strained using LTR -MDTS Good Settings parameter values.
Regarding LTR -MDTS neural networks that are trained using NNTL Back Propagation algorithm and LTR -MDTS Good Settings parameter values, when we consider weaker SRC criterion, the best results are obtained with neural network ann16_mdts that has 1 hidden layer with values of 95.34% on training and 60.00% on the test set. When we consider a strict SRC criterion, it is considered that the best results provides the neural network ann17_mdts that has 2 hidden layers with values of 32.55% for training and 5.00% on the test set although neural network ann118_mdts with 8 hidden layers can also considered to be the best regarding aforementioned strict SRC criterion.
From the aspect of LTR -MDTS neural networks that are trained using NTL Back Propagation algorithm and LTR -MDTS Good Settings parameter values, when we consider weaker SRC criterion, the best results are obtained with neural network ann34_mdts that has 3 hidden layers with values of 93.02% on training and 75.00% on the test set. When we consider a strict SRC criterion, best results provides neural network ann18_mdts with values of 13.95% for training and 10.00% on the test set. It is important to emphasize that aforementioned neural network regarding SRC +/2 criteria displays results of 88.37% on training set and 80% on test set, yet it was not selected as the best one regarding SRC +/-2 criteria since other neural networks had shown better results on training set.
It is important to emphasize that certain neural networks with LTR -MDTS have shown results of 80% on test set while none of neural networks with MLP structure have reached aforementioned score. Based on data from Table 7 , regarding weak SRC criteria, if we consider performances of LTR -MDTS neural networks that are trained using NNTL Back Propagation algorithm, it can be concluded that provided results are certainly better than results that MLP neural networks trained with traditional Back Propagation algorithm provide. Regarding strict SRC criteria, it can be noted that MLP neural networks that are trained using traditional Back Propagation algorithm show better results regarding training set, while on the test set better results have been shown by LTR -MDTS neural networks. If we compare LTR -MDTS neural networks that are trained with NNTL Back Propagation algorithm with MLP neural networks that are trained using Method of Sequential Repetition with Progressive Action Development, it can be concluded that MLP neural networks produce slightly better results regarding test set and strict SRC criteria. However, those results are better only by 0.42% and could be considered quite similar. On the other hand, LTR -MDTS neural networks based on all other criteria that are being tracked produce significantly better results than aforementioned MLP neural networks. Here it could be said that with using LTR -MDTS neural network structures in combination with NTL Back Propagation algorithm, a similar effect is obtained such as when using MLP neural networks with Method of Sequential Repetition with Progressive Action development.
When we consider results that are obtained by LTR -MDTS neural networks that are trained using NTL Back Propagation algorithm using LTR -MDTS Good Settings parameter values it can be seen that, regarding test set and no matter what SRC criteria we use, the very same show better results when compared to LTR -MDTS neural networks that are trained using NNTL Back Propagation algorithm on the same settings. However, if we consider marks that are obtained on the training set, it can be seen that aforementioned LTR -MDTS neural networks that are trained using NNTL Back Propagation algorithm, provide better results than LTR -MDTS neural networks that are trained using NTL Back Propagation algorithm.
Also, when we compare performances of LTR -MDTS neural networks that are trained using NTL Back Propagation algorithm with LTR -MDTS Good Settings parameter values and Modified MLP Good Settings parameter values, it can be concluded that NTL Back Propagation algorithm provides better results with LTR -MDTS Good Settings parameter values than with Modified MLP Good Settings parameter values.
Conclusion
Presented LTR -MDTS neural network structure provides a better solution to a Multiple Dependent Time Series problem compared to a traditional MLP Back Propagation neural network which was, in this particular case implemented in AForge.NET framework. As we stated before, LTR -MDTS structure is not a structure that solves time series problems better in general, yet it shows good results only in the scope of the presented problem. How will LTR -MDTS structure behave in the same domain of similar problems, and whether it they are applicable to a wider range of problems that can be solved using time series, at this time, we are not able to tell because they have not been tested on problems from aforementioned domains.
Extensive detailed results and performance of LTR -MDTS neural networks have been presented in this paper, however it is important to emphasize certain conclusions:
• LTR -MDTS neural networks on the structural level of a neural network, replicate multiple dependent time series structure.
• LTR -MDTS neural networks are, due to certain sliced synapses, from the computational aspect easier to train, and free from backward time lapse effects.
• LTR -MDTS neural networks seem to be more sensitive towards value changes of Learning Rate and Momentum parameters due to sliced synapses.
• Two algorithms for training neural networks with LTR -MDTS structure have been devised: NNTL Back Propagation and NTL Back Propagation algorithm, both based on traditional Back Propagation algorithm • If we compare the LTR -MDTS structure with MLP structures terms of the number of neurons in the neural network, it can be said that in most cases LTR -MDTS structures, regardless of the number of hidden layers have a higher number of neurons compared to the MLP network.
• When comparing LTR -MDTS neural networks with traditional MLP neural networks it was noted that LTR -MDTS neural networks in general produce better results on test sets, while MLP networks can be on pair with LTR -MDTS neural networks regarding results obtained on training set.
• There are configurations of neural networks with LTR -MDTS structure that have, on the basis of weak SRC criteria, obtained marks of 80% on test set that none of neural networks with MLP structure have obtained.
In general, we can conclude that none of the previously mentioned neural network structures (both MLP and LTR -MDTS) did not achieve results that we were initially aiming for. We assume that presented behavior is most likely influenced by a small training set size so neural networks did not manage to generalize exact referee's movements regarding ball movement on a basketball court. However, since that is not our primary goal, and primary method for neural network performance evaluation is not a SRC criteria but a slight alteration of simulation of human horizontal field of vision that is described in paper Pecev et al. [21] , it has been shown that, regarding aforementioned simulation, provided neural networks produce satisfactory results.
One of further research goals is to build a larger training set based on basketball actions that are consistent trough out entire European region, conduct retraining of previously trained neural networks and examine how training set size influences performance of aforementioned neural network structures. One of early further research idea was to develop an extended neural network that could reason based on the inputs that explicitly present basketball players in game and improve reasoned patterns of previously trained neural networks. That idea was abandoned and replaced with a system for basketball referee path correction that is implemented in addition to simulation of human horizontal field of vision since we gave primary accent to aforementioned method of neural network performance evaluation. 
